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Abstract
We present an algorithm for checking whether an innite transition system dened
by a graph grammar of a restricted kind is a model of a formula of the temporal
logic CTL We rst present the syntax and the semantics of CTL that are dened
with respect to transition systems labelled with atomic propositions Then we
show how to adapt the formalism of graph grammars for expressing such innite
transition systems Our algorithm treats such a nite representation and modify
it ensuring that the labelling for formulas remains coherent with the truth values
of the dierent states of the innite transition system
 Introduction
Modelchecking is a widely used method for the verication of distributed sys
tems The overall behaviour of a distributed system is modeled as a transition
system whose states represent the global states of the distributed system and
whose transition relation gives the possible evolutions of the system It can
be checked whether such a transition system is a model of a temporal logic
formula Until recently modelchecking was only used for nitestate models
But  showed that the pushdownautomata transitions graphs have a decid
able monadic secondorder theory  extended that result by showing that
equational graphs also have a decidable secondorder theory since 	 showed
that the pushdownautomata transition graphs are exactly the rooted nite
degree equational graphs Hence some innitestate systems can have nite
representations which can be used for di
erent verication methods For
example  presents an algorithm for the modelchecking of the alternation
free mucalculus on pushdown processes Methods published so far study
contextfree or pushdown processes ie restricted process algebras such that
the innite transition graphs of their terms are pushdownautomata transition
graphs

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We are interested in the modelchecking of communicating nitestate sys
tems for short CFSMs ie distributed systems described as nitestate au
tomata communicating by messages through FIFO queues  has presented
a semidecision procedure of the innity of the transition systems represent
ing CFSMs That procedure detects certain sequences that will be innitely
repeated Extending that procedure we are currently developing a test which
will enable us to extract for certain CFSMs a graph grammar representing the
innite transition system of a CFSM Hence we are interested in algorithms
that perform modelchecking of innite graphs dened by graph grammars
We present here a rst algorithm of that kind which makes a modelchecking
of the temporal logic CTL  on a graph dened by a simple kind of graph
grammar That algorithm has to modify the nite representation of an in
nite transition system for ensuring that the labelling of states of the nite
representation by subformulas of the formula being checked remains coherent
with the truth values for the states of the innite structure One important
point is to show that it is necessary to explore only a nite part of the innite
transition system for deciding whether a state satises a formula or not
A full version of this work is published as technical report 
 The temporal logic CTL
For a more complete presentation of CTL we refer the reader to  or 
CTL is a branchingtime temporal logic which is interpreted with respect
to states of transitions systems Those states are labelled with atomic propo
sitions The CTL formulas can be expressed as formulas of the mucalculus
without alternation of xpoints They can express properties of safety or
liveness but not of fairness
AP is the underlying set of atomic propositions The formal syntax for
CTL formulas is

Every atomic proposition p  AP is a CTL formula

If 

and 

are CTL formulas then so are 

 

 

 

 




U

 

U


For each formula  of CTL we note sf the set of all subformulas of 
including  itself
The semantics of CTL formulas is dened with respect to a Kripke struc
ture A Kripke structure is a triple K  SRL where

S is a set of states

R is a binary relation on S R  S  S which is the transition relation
R must be total ie s  St  S s t  R

L  S 	 	
AP
assigns to each state the set of atomic propositions which are
true in that state
A path is a sequence of states s

 s

    such that i s
i
 s
i
  R We
present here only the semantics of temporal connectives
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
s

j  i
 t  S s

 t  R and t j 

s

j  i
 t  S s

 t  R
 t j 

s

j 

U

 i
 for some path s

 s

   
i  i  s
i
j 

 j  j  i
 s
j
j 



s

j 

U

 i
 for all paths s

 s

   
i  i  s
i
j 

 j  j  i
 s
j
j 


 Structures dened by graph grammars
 Denitions
We use a formalism similar to that of graph grammars for nitely expressing
certain innite structures We adapt it to cope with the labelling of states
with atomic propositions Our presentation is inspired with the presentation
of graph grammars made in 	
Denition  A graded alphabet F is a nite set of letters where a positive
integer is associated with each letter f  F  That integer is the arity of f  F
can be partitionned in sets F
i
 with f  F
i
i
 the arity of f is i
Denition  Let F be a graded alphabet An hyperstructure K is a couple
KH
K
 where K  S
K
 R
K
 L
K
 is a nite Kripke structure and H
K
is a
nite set of hyperarcs fs

   s
n
 The hyperarc fs

   s
n
is labelled by the
nonterminal f  F
n
and the s
i
are distinct states of S
K

The hyperarcs added to the classical Kripke structure will enable us to
indicate where the gluing of other Kripke structures must be made
Denition  A structure grammar G is a nite set of hyperarc replacement
rules fs

   s
n
	 K  where fs

   s
n
is an hyperarc and K is an hyperstruc
ture and the s
i
are distinct states of S
K

The rules of such a grammar indicate what pattern has to be glued to
an initial hyperstructure and the states s
i
indicate which states have to be
merged for gluing the pattern This gluing operation is precisely dened as
follows
Denition  Given a structure grammar G and an hyperstructure M  M
rewrites in one step to a hyperstructure N  and we noteM 	
G
N  if for some
rule fs

   s
n
	 K  G we have
 t

     t
n
  S
M

n
 ft

   t
n
 H
M
 i  f     ng  L
K
s
i
  L
M
t
i

 and for some matching function g mapping s
i
to t
i
 and mapping injectively
the other states of S
K
to states outside of S
M

 H
N
 H
M
 fft

   t
n
g  ffgs

    gs
n
 fs

   s
n
 H
K
g
 S
N
 S
M
 fgs s  S
K
g
 R
N
 R
M
 fgs gt s t  R
K
g

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 L
N
 S
N
	 	
A
P is dened as follows L
N
s  L
M
s if s  S
M
or
L
N
s  L
K
t if s  gt for some t  S
K
When an hyperstructure rewrites in another some states of the initial
structure have to be merged with states of the pattern We impose that the
labelling of those merged states is the same hence we can dene unambigu
ously the labelling of the states of the resulting hyperstructure
From now on we restrict our study to simple structure grammars ie
grammars with only one rule whose right member has only one hyperarc
Let N be a natural and V a label of hyperarc of arity N 
Let G

 S
G

 R
G

 L
G

 be a nite Kripke structure with N distinguished
pairwise distinct states ex
i

N

 and A  S
A
 R
A
 L
A
 a nite Kripke structure
with 	N distinguished pairwise distinct states in
i

N

and out
i

N

 We further
impose that i  N  L
G

ex
i
  L
A
in
i
  L
A
out
i

LetG

 G

H
G

 fV ex

   ex
N
g and A  AH
A
 fV out

   out
N
g
and let G

be the structure grammar with the unique rule V in

   in
N
	 A
It is clear that the innite iterative application of the unique rule of G

on the hyperstructure G

determines a unique innite Kripke structure K 
SRL
Denition  We say that G

 A is a nite representation of K
We call g
i
the matching function associated to the ith rewriting step of the
grammar G

on G

 and g

the identity on S
G


We have s  S  t  S
G

 S
A
i s  g
i
t
In general t is not unique We call reps the set of states t  S
G

 S
A

such that i s  g
i
t
We distinguish di
erent categories of states of S for making easier the
presentation of the algorithm
Denition  A state s  S is an innerstate of the iexpansion resp of
the expansion i
 t  S
A
 fin

     in
N
 out

     out
N
g s  g
i
t resp
t  S
G

 fex

     ex
N
g s  g

t
Denition 	 A state s  S is a frontierstate of the iexpansion resp
of the expansion i
 j  N  s  g
i
out
j
  g
i
in
j
 resp j 
N  s  g

ex
j
  g

in
j

Let GB be a nite representation of an innite structure K Let  be
a CTL formula Let L

be a labelling function on the states of G and B for
all the subformulas of  L

 S
G
 S
B
 sf	 fTrue Falseg
Denition 
 We say that GB supplied with L

 is coherent for  with
K i
 s  S

 sf  s j 

 t  reps L

t 

  True
For all p  AP  we dene L
p
 s  S
G

 S
A
 L
p
s p  True i
 s 
S
G

 p  L
G

s or s  S
A
 p  L
A
s Using these labellings we have by
construction that G

 A is a nite representation coherent for the atomic
propositions with K

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 The algorithm
 Overview of the algorithm
A linear algorithm for checking CTL formulas on nite structures was pre
sented in  This algorithm operates as follows a nite structure is given
all states will be labelled by all subformulas of  which are true in them work
ing incrementally beginning with the simplest subformulas This will ensure
that each time the algorithm has to verify a given formula the truth value of
all the pertinent subformulas will be known for all states of the structure
Our algorithm for checking innite Kripke structures uses the same prin
ciple A nite representation of an innite structure is given with a labelling
coherent for the atomic propositions We progress incrementally deciding the
labelling of more and more complex subformulas for the states of our nite rep
resentation But that representation must remain coherent with the innite
structure for all subformulas
For boolean connectives the truth value of a given state only depends on
the truth value of the subformulas at the same state Hence for example a
coherent representation for the subformulas 

and 

will remain coherent
for the formula 

 

 if we dene as follows the labelling L






s  S
G

 S
A



 sf

 L




s 


  L


s 




s  S
G

 S
A



 sf

 L




s 


  L


s 




s  S
G

S
A
 L




s 



  True L


s 

  TrueL


s 

 
True
This is no more true for temporal connectives because the truth value of
a temporal formula for a state depends on the truth value of subformulas for
other states We will then have to modify our nite representation
For the  and  formulas the states of the innite structure
represented by one state of A have all the same immediate successors except
when they are given by the rst expansion of the grammar In that case the
instates of A are merged with the exstates of the initial graph G

 and they
can have immediate successors in G

 whereas for the following expansions
the instates are merged with the outstates of the preceding expansion and
their immediate successors have all the same labelling for the subformula 
Therefore it may be necessary to modify the representation This is simply
achieved by taking as the new initial graph the merging of G

and A
For the 

U

 and 

U

 formulas the modication will be more
complicated because the truth value of a state for such a formula can depend
on all its successors and not only the immediate ones We present now the
algorithm for 

U

formulas The algorithm for 

U

 is very similar
and is not presented here
 The algorithm for 

U

 formulas
Let G

 A be a nite representation of an innite structure K  SRL
with labellings L


and L


 coherent with 

and 

 We show here how to

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obtain a new representation G


 A

 and a labelling L


U

 coherent with


U

 We begin by showing three lemmas that enable us to restrict the
search of a new representation to the study of the frontierstates and then we
present our algorithm
 Three lemmas
Lemma  We can know for sure that an innerstate s of the iexpansion
satises 

U

 if we know if the frontierstates of the i  expansion
and of the iexpansion satisfy 

U


Sketch of proof A path issued from an innerstate must include a frontier
state before leaving the pattern from which it is issued See  
Nota bene For the innerstates of the expansion ie the states of G


except the states ex
i
 it is enough to know if the frontierstates of the 
expansion  ie the states ex
i
 satisfy 

U


Lemma  We can know for sure that a frontierstate s  g
i
out
j
 with
i   of the iexpansion satises 

U

 if we know if the frontierstates
of the i expansion satisfy 

U

 by studying the labelling for 

and


of the inner and frontierstates of the i   i  	    i  N
expansions where N is the number of states ex
j
 in
j
 or out
j

Sketch of proof The exploration of a pattern since a frontierstate can reveal
a path going through the pattern to another frontierstate on which 

holds
A new exploration is necessary unless the rank of the two frontierstates is
the same Hence N explorations at most are necessary See  
Nota bene For the frontierstates of the expansion the exploration of
G

stays for the exploration of A which stops at the frontierstates of the
preceding expansion
Lemma  Suppose there exists i and j such that	
k      N  g
i
out
k
 j 

U

 g
j
out
k
 j 

U


Then we have	
k      N  g
i
out
k
 j 

U

 g
j
out
k
 j 

U


Sketch of proof This is a direct consequence of 	 See  
 Details of the algorithm
Our algorithm is decomposed in the following steps
First step We make a modelchecking of the nite structures G

and
A that gives a rst truth value of 

U

 for the exstates of G

and the
instates and outstates of A Then we seek the paths in G

 on which 

is always true that connect an exstate to another exstate and the similar
paths in A from an inoutstate to another inoutstate This can be done
by modelcheckings of the formulas 

U

 p
i
 where p
i
is an atomic
proposition which is only true of a given exinoutstate Hence we need to
make N modelcheckings of G

and 	N modelcheckings of A

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Second step The results of the rst step will enable us to determine if the
frontierstates of the di
erent expansions satisfy 

U

 The temporary
truth values given by the rst step indicate whether there is a path in the
immediate neighbour patterns of a given frontierstate on which 

holds
which leads to a state on which 

holds More precisely if we call temps
j

the temporary truth value obtained for an ex in or outstate we have

tempex
j
  True
 ex
j
j 

U



tempin
j
  True
 i   i g
i
in
j
 j 

U



tempout
j
  True
 i   i g
i
out
j
 j 

U


But frontierstates can also satisfy 

U

 because of the existence of
a path on which 

holds which goes through a pattern A Those paths
are detected in the rst step of the algorithm For example if there is such a
path from in
j
to out
k
 and tempout
k
  True we can conclude that i  
i g
i
in
j
 j 

U


According to lemma 	 it is sucient to study at most N expansions after
a given expansion for deciding whether the frontierstates of that expansion
satisfy or not 

U

 Hence we can decide it for the frontierstates of
the expansion in the following way we build a N  N matrix graph with
the temporary truth values for the frontierstates of the rst expansions and
we propagate the positive truth values backwards the links between frontier
states which have been determined at the rst step
As soon as we have the denitive truth values for the frontierstates of the
expansion we can use a similar procedure according to 	 to determine
successively the truth values of the successive expansions We iterate that
procedure until we detect that the frontierstates of the pexpansion and of the
qexpansion have the same denitive truth values with p  q This iteration
is bound to terminate since there is at most 	
N
possible combinations of the
N denitive truth values of the frontierstates of a given expansion
According to lemma  and by iterating it for the successive sets of
frontierstates we have then
i   ij  N  g
pi
out
j
 j 

U

 g
qi
out
j
 j 

U


In other words after the frontierstates of the rst p expansions the deni
tive truth values of the frontierstates of the following expansions will be reg
ularly repeated according to a pattern of size q  p According to lemma 
the same holds for the innerstates It is then direct that a nite representa
tion G


 A

 coherent for 

U

 with K can be dened G


is obtained
by applying p times the rule of G

to G

 A

is obtained by merging q  p
patterns A beginning at the pexpansion
Third step We know the denitive truth values of the ex in and
outstates of the coherent representation G


 A

 We can now make a model
checking of 

U

 for all the states of that representation According to
lemma  that will give us a coherent labelling L


U




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 Complexity
We only present here the complexity of our algorithm If we call jG

Aj the
size of the nite representation of the studied innite structure with N the
number of frontier states jj the size of the studied formula with mod the
number of U and U connectives in  the worstcase time complexity of our
algorithm is ON jjjG

Aj
N

mod
	
Nmod

 Conclusion
The algorithm we have presented is a rst attempt at modelchecking innite
state systems which can be nitely represented by graph grammars It has
been implemented as a Pascal program However it is still too limited The
algorithm that we are currently developing is designed for extracting more
general graph grammars of the following kind an initial graph calls a rst
pattern A

 which calls itself and an other pattern A

 and so on up to
a pattern A
p
 which only calls itself We will then have to extend our
algorithm for being able to cope with such grammars
Other interesting research directions will be to try to extend the logic
checked and to use other methods of modelchecking like the local model
checking or the symbolic modelchecking
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